
Please note for these insurance products terms and conditions apply. This information is a summary 
only. You will receive a full policy document upon application. This policy will set out the terms, conditions 
and limitations of cover provided under the plan

Lifetime Finance Group Limited trading as Super Contractors is an Appointed Representative of PRIMIS 
Mortgage Network, a trading name of First Complete Limited which is authorised and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority for mortgages, protection insurance and general insurance products. The 
Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate some forms of Buy to Let.
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PRIVATE MEDICAL INSURANCE
Should you meet your match and become ill or injured, Private Medical 

Insurance (PMI) is designed to come to the rescue. It can potentially provide 
you with super fast private medical access.

It can offer the option of private treatment for those who don’t wish to wait 
for attention under the NHS, or who would like to be able to choose when, 
where and by whom they are treated. It can also cover the cost for private 

healthcare for you and your family.

YOU KNOW WHO TO SIGNALYOU KNOW WHO TO SIGNAL
For more information about Private Medical Insurance,
speak to our expert advisers - freephone 0800 211 8700
or visit www.supercontractors.co.uk

QUICK AS THE FLASH

193,000 NHS patients
wait beyond the

18-week target for
surgery each month

Guardian, 2017

QUICK AS THE FLASH

CHOICE OF YOUR OWN PRIVATE LAIRCHOICE OF YOUR OWN PRIVATE LAIR

Choose your preferred
hospital and consultant

from hundreds of private
hospitals in the UK.

Flexibility and freedom
to fix appointments & 

treatment dates.

Get access to a wider range
of drugs and treatment,

including those which might
not yet be approved for use

or paid for by the NHS.

With Private Medical Insurance, you sign up for an annual
renewal insurance policy. The premiums can potentially be
paid from a limited company bank account as a business
expense, therefore attracting the relevant tax advantages.

*Subject to number of directors within your company.
Please note that Super Contractors does not offer advice on taxation matters. You should contact your
accountant or other suitably qualified person to confirm whether this product is appropriate for your
circumstances.

“It’s a bird... It’s a plane... it’s

Jump lengthy NHS waiting
lists and time off work.

Private healthcare can remove the
uncertainty of NHS waiting lists,
by allowing you access to private

medical care, at a time and
place that suits you.


